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• Following Thursday's sharp decline, the US Dollar Index stays in a consolidation phase near mid-

112.00s early Friday. The European economic docket will feature Trade Balance data for August.

Later in the day, the US Census Bureau's September Retail Sales report and the University of

Michigan's preliminary Consumer Sentiment Survey for October will be looked upon for fresh

impetus. Finally, the Fed will publish its Index of Consumer Inflation Expectations for the third

quarter.

• The annual Core CPI in the US climbed to 6.6% in September from 6.3% in August, the US

Bureau of Labor Statistics reported on Thursday. With this print coming in above the market

expectation of 6.5%, the dollar gathered strength against its rivals with the initial reaction.

However, investors refrained from betting on a 100 basis points Fed rate hike in November

despite hot inflation data and US stocks surged higher after having opened deep in negative

territory. Meanwhile, the benchmark 10-year US Treasury bond yield, which surged to its

strongest level since June 2008 near 4.1% after the data, turned south in the late American session

and closed the day below 4%.
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➢ EUR/USD bulls take a breather around 0.9788 after Thursday’s tragic rebound from the

fortnight low. The major currency pair posted the biggest daily gains in over a week the

previous day despite firmer US inflation data. It should be noted that the hawkish ECB speak

and the tiring attitude of the US dollar bulls, despite firmer US data, are also likely to favor the

pair buyers.

➢ A decisive move above the resistance of 0.9800 will send the asset towards September 30 high,

around 0.9850. However, the downtrend line from September 12 high around 0.9900 will be a

tough nut to crack for the pair bulls afterward. Meanwhile, pullback moves may initially aim for

the level of 0.9750 before testing the September 26 high, around 0.9700.
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➢ GBP/USD treads water around 1.1330 as buyers await the key catalysts during early Friday in

Europe. Renewed expectations for the UK government to adjust the mini-budget helped the

British pound outperform its rivals.

➢ Additionally, the Bank of England (BoE) accepted nearly 4 billion sterling of offers in its daily

gilt-purchase operations. Friday will be the last day of the BoE's emergency buyback programme

and investors will keep a close eye on political developments.

➢ Pound bulls need to crack the downtrend line from August 26 high near 1.1380, to accelerate the

bullish moves towards October 05 high around 1.1500. Meanwhile, the support of 1.1200 restricts

immediate GBP/USD downside before directing the bears to last day's low, surrounding 1.1050.
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➢ USD/JPY seesaws around mid-147.00s during early Friday as bulls take a breather around 1998

high. With this, the yen pair prints an eight-day uptrend even as the sluggish Treasury yields

challenge the pair buyers by the press time.

➢ US 10-year Treasury yields keep the late Thursday’s pullback from the highest levels since

October 2008 while the two-year and 30-year bond coupons also retreat from the multi-year

tops by the press time.

➢ For more upside, bulls need to surpass the resistance of 147.70, which will send the pair to the

swing high of 16 August 1990, at 148.50. On the other hand, pullback moves could initially aim

for the level of 147.00 before testing last day's low, around 146.45.
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➢ Gold staged a decisive rebound after dropping to a two-week low near $1,640 on Thursday but

ended up closing the day in negative territory. With the US yields edging lower in the early

Asian morning, XAU/USD started to extend its rebound and was last seen posting small daily

gains near $1,670.

➢ Looking forward, risk catalysts will be crucial for the XAU/USD traders to watch for fresh

impulse ahead of the US Retail Sales for September, the preliminary readings of the Michigan

Consumer Sentiment Index (CSI) and the University of Michigan’s (UoM) 5-year Consumer

Inflation Expectations for October.

➢ A decisive move above $1,680 will send the asset towards October 08 low at $1,690. A breach

of the latter will drive yellow metal towards $1,700, followed by the downtrend line from

August 10 high near $1,710. Meanwhile, the support of $1,660 restricts immediate Gold

downside before directing the bears to last day’s low, around $1,640.
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➢ Wall Street stock indexes made a dramatic recovery, closing sharply higher after an earlier

sell-off on Thursday while the dollar gave up earlier gains as investors poured back into riskier

bets after digesting a red-hot U.S. inflation reading that fueled bets for a big Federal Reserve

rate hike next month. Financials and energy led the gainers, with all sectors in the green.

➢ The S&P 500 rose 2.6% to 3,669.89. Last day's Engulfing bullish candlestick keeps buyers

hopeful to drift the index higher to 3,725. A breach of the latter will drive the asset towards the

downtrend line from August 16 high, near 3,800. Meanwhile, the support of 3,640 restricts

immediate S&P 500 downside before directing the bears to September 30 low, around 3,585.

➢ Big Wall Street banks kick off third-quarter reporting season on Friday, with investors

awaiting to see how a high interest-rate environment affects their profits.
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